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QUICK FACTS

Industry:
Search & Advertising

Employees:
4500+

Web:
www.eniro.se

Eniro

The Need

Eniro’s strategy is to become the leading search company in the Nordic media market. 
To do so they need to develop a new service that will match user pattern and new 
technologies. In order to effectively support these business objectives and help the 
company to move forward in a world of new competition, Eniro needed to streamline the 
processes for receiving all of the competitive intelligence that can be used to directly 
support business strategy and decision making.

The Challenge

Gathering market intelligence is critical for the success of an enterprise, and in-depth 
analysis of this information is helpful in understanding products, business trends, and 
information concerning competitors. At Eniro, large volumes of critical market information 
were spread out around the company, residing on internal file systems and mail servers. 
However, the technology enabling employees to search for and access this unstructured 
information was missing. 
  
The out-of-date tools available to Eniro were lacking the capability to automatically collect 
market information from various sources. Disconnected departmental knowledge systems 
made it difficult for employees to find the information they needed to make critical decisions 
and get the complete picture of the market conditions and the operating environment. 

Thus, the marketing and analysis department recognized the need for an empowered 
centralized competitive intelligence (CI) structure that would be supported by critical 
knowledge management tools and would engage various departments in constant 
communication.

The project group that included Malin Stenström, Market Analyst and Mats Törnström, 
Analysis Manager, started looking for different CI software providers. The request for 
proposal was sent out to several different vendors. The key requirements for Eniro were 
the ease of use, advanced security and administrative controls, ability to support multiple 
document formats and alerting functionality. 

Eniro is the Nordic region’s largest search company, allowing people to locate both 
services and products, regardless whether the channel is internet, catalogue or 
mobile.

“We want to create a shared view of our competitive 
environment and be able to detect early warning signals, so 
that we can act in time on the market.”  

Mats Törnström, Analysis Manager, Eniro



The Benefits

COIN was designed to address the most time-consuming problems that employees face each day; finding, 
gathering and sharing needed information, that is stored in multiple formats, locations and languages. Although 
it is still too early to measure the direct impact from the project on the bottom line, it is already obvious that the 
introduction of COIN has helped to achieve the following: 
 
• Optimized business collaboration as tacit knowledge and information can be shared on a company-wide 

level, increasing productivity, eliminating duplicate efforts and facilitating intelligent decision-making 
processes

• Increased employee efficiency by delivering relevant content directly to the desktop, decreasing searching 
time and allowing tasks to be completed faster

The benefits of COIN also include managing business opportunities and reducing competitive risk, making knowledge 
profitable, avoiding information overload, ensuring privacy and security of information, and using corporate 
information strategically. COIN takes competitive intelligence beyond simple data collection and reporting. 
Empowered by external news from Factiva and supported by the advanced functionality of intelligence2day®, 
COIN makes intelligence actionable thus supporting companies’ objectives of increased efficiency in sales, 
product development and marketing operations. 

Also, one of the most popular and highly demanded features proved to be the enhanced functionality for creating 
very specific e-mail alerts, in which several sources can be collected in one e-mail at pre-determined intervals. 
This functionality automatically notifies users whenever there is new information that is relevant to them.

“External information provided from Factiva helps us to 
maintain competitive edge by making more informed, 
faster decisions”. 

Malin Stenström, Market Analyst, Eniro
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The Solution

The solution that was able to meet all these requirements and that was also priced competitively against 
others in the industry, was Comintelli®’s Intelligence2day®, a modular web-based platform to retrieve, manage 
and distribute both internal and external content. The competitive intelligence network portal was named 
COIN. A lot of work was put into creating a taxonomy to structure information into key intelligence topics. The 
taxonomy has made it easier and quicker to find relevant competitive information. 

COIN, potentially aimed at information-intensive activities such as product development, marketing and sales 
operations was initially made available to a small test group of users.

Stable system performance and encouraging positive feedback 
from the test group allowed for the COIN audience to expand 
rapidly within four months from the launch date. From the test 
launch date, the system has been continuously populated 
with internal information such as press releases, web site 
statistics, and specialized newsletters. External news and 
business information was provided by Factiva.

“Intelligence2day® can handle information from 
many different sources in a unique way, which 
enables us to use our time to analyze the 
information rather than to search for it.”  

Mats Törnström, Analysis Manager, Eniro


